We apply Sundmann's time transformation to two orbital longitude methods for numerical integration of perturbed two-body problems that we developed previously. The modified methods share many good features with the original orbital longitude methods. In addition, they are efficient enough in integrating highly eccentric orbits to be competitive with the quadruple scaling method with Kustaanheimo-Stiefel regularization, which we have found to have the best cost performance in integrating highly eccentric orbits. Moreover, the computational cost of the new methods is significantly less than that of the quadruple scaling method, in the sense that the number of components to be integrated for the perturbed two-body problem is reduced from 13 to seven. In the case of unperturbed orbits, the new orbital longitude methods reduce to the machine-epsilon level the errors in all the orbital elements except the mean longitude at epoch, which grows linearly with respect to the real time, independently of the precision of the numerical integration used. In the case of perturbed orbits, the orbital longitude methods with Sundmann transformation are significantly superior to the original ones when the eccentricity is large, and they show more robustness against oblateness perturbations than the quadruple scaling method. However, the quadruple scaling method remains the best when only the other types of perturbations are to be considered and the nominal eccentricity is extremely large.
INTRODUCTION
Recently we published a series of papers on a new technique for improving the efficiency of the numerical integration of perturbed two-body problems in general-the so-called methods of manifold correction for elliptical orbits (Fukushima 2003a (Fukushima , 2003b (Fukushima , 2003c (Fukushima , 2004a (Fukushima , 2004b (Fukushima , 2004c (Fukushima , 2004d 1 and variants of them for general types of orbits, including parabolic and hyperbolic cases (Fukushima 2004f, 2004g) 2 (see Table 1 ). In the last two works (Papers IX and X), we tried to enhance a regularization method for general three-dimensional motion, the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel (K-S) regularization. Numerical experiments demonstrated the effectiveness of both a single and a quadruple scaling applied at every integration step or at every apocenter in integrating highly eccentric orbits. Such an efficient device accelerates not only orbit simulations, such as in the case of binary subsystems in large-scale n-body simulations or of some exoplanets with large eccentricities, but also practical investigations of highly eccentric orbits such as that of HALCA, the artificial satellite of the Japanese space VLBI program, VSOP (Hirabayashi et al. 2000) .
Consider Figure 1 , which compares the errors in the mean longitude at epoch, L 0 , of a model Keplerian orbit of HALCA (e ¼ 0:6) obtained by different methods of integration: (1) the standard method to integrate directly in rectangular coordinates, (2) the true-longitude method provided in Paper VII (labeled ''g''), 3 (3) the antifocal longitude method given in Paper VIII (''w''), (4) the K-S regularization method, and (5) the method of quadruple scaling applied at every integration step with the K-S regularization, introduced in Paper X.
In preparing this figure, we (a) adopted as integrator a high order 4 of the implicit Adams method in PECE mode ( predict, evaluate, correct, evaluate) in order to achieve fast computation; (b) fixed the step size such that one orbital period is covered by 90 steps, in order to make the computational times roughly the same; (c) prepared the starting tables using Gragg's extrapolation method with a very tiny error tolerance 5 to minimize the effect of initial errors; (d ) set the orders of the implicit Adams method as those that led to the least integration error, in order to seek the highest precision available with the same number of acceleration evaluations; and (e) measured the errors by comparing with reference orbits obtained using the same method, the same integrator, and the same integration conditions but with half the step size, in order to ensure accurate error estimates throughout the integration period. For the regularized methods, methods 4 and 5, we took care of the time synchronization so as to obtain meaningful errors compared at the same real time, as explained in Paper IX. Figure 1 demonstrates the effectiveness of the manifold corrections, since the error growth in the methods that employ them is linear with respect to the real time while that in the methods without them is quadratic. The difference in the error growth rate leads to a large difference in the magnitude in the long run. This excellent feature is common to all the manifold correction methods developed in Papers I-X. Also, the figure confirms the well-known fact that the regularization drastically reduces the magnitude of the integration error. Except for the number of components that must be integrated simultaneously, the computational costs of the methods compared are roughly the same, because the averaged step size was chosen to be the same and the number of acceleration evaluations per step was the same. On the other hand, the number of dependent variables 6 is significantly different from method to method: six for the first three methods, 10 for the K-S regularization, and 13 for the quadruple scaling with K-S regularization.
Unfortunately, when compared with our success in the loweccentricity cases (say, e < 0:3), our accomplishment in the manifold correction methods with the K-S regularization is far from satisfactory, in the sense that errors at the machine-epsilon level in the orbital elements are not always achieved for unperturbed orbits independently of the precision of the numerical integration. This has been a common feature of the best methods of manifold correction without regularization-the linear transformation method in Paper IV, its two first-stage simplifications in Paper V, its two second-stage simplifications in Paper VI, and its finally evolved forms, the two orbital longitude methods in Papers VI-VIII.
Of course, it is natural to seek some extension of the manifold correction methods for the K-S regularized orbits, say, by adding several quasi-conserved properties to be monitored, such as the fictitious angular momentum tensor.
7 However, we face serious difficulties using such an approach. The main problem is that the manifold corrections we have examined tend to be highly complicated, since the relations to be maintained are generally nonlinear 8 and of as high a dimension as 4. Also, the number of relations to be satisfied is usually excessive when compared with the number of degrees of freedom allowed for the manifold correction.
9 As a result, the equations (conditions) that the desired manifold correction must satisfy are not generally solvable. Even if the problem is solved, the solution is not always unique. Even in the cases in which the correct answer is identified, an analytical solution is rarely obtained. And even when we find a suitable numerical procedure to obtain the 
Note.-Listed are some key items of the methods of manifold correction to integrate perturbed orbits in rectangular coordinates, as well as the standard method to directly integrate in real rectangular coordinates and the K-S regularization (Stiefel & Scheifele 1971 ). The second column shows the independent argument of the equations of motion to be integrated. The numbers in the third column are the number of dependent variables per celestial body. The variables listed in the third column include the position vector x, the velocity vector v, the Kepler energy K, the Laplace integral vector P, the orbital angular momentum vector L, and the unit position vector n x=r; x A and x B are two independent components of x in the orbital plane, n A and n B are the corresponding components of n, and P A and P B are the corresponding components of P; g is a true orbital longitude, w is a similar orbital longitude for the antifocal anomaly, u and u 0 are the four-dimensional position and velocity vectors of an associated harmonic oscillator, u j and u 0 j are their jth components, t is the physical time, h K = ÀK is the negative Kepler energy, and H represents the three independent components of the harmonic energies. In the fourth column, we indicate the relations to be maintained:
In the fifth column, listing the type of manifold correction, s is the single scaling factor, s X and s V are the dual scaling factors, R is a rotation matrix to make x and v perpendicular to L, is a factor to maintain the angle between x and v properly, is a factor for orthogonalization, mod (x, y) is a function to take the modulus of x with respect to y, C 1 and C 2 are the scaling factors of the energy-angular momentum (E-J ) scaling for the K-S regularization (Aarseth 2003) , is the single scaling factor for the K-S regularization, and j is the jth component of the quadruple scaling factors. The second-to-last column shows the orbital elements that are conserved roughly (with asterisks), conditionally (with daggers), or completely (unlabeled) for the Keplerian orbits. Here we use the phrase ''completely'' in the sense of being at the machine-epsilon level and the phrase ''conditionally'' in the sense of being at the machine-epsilon level if a sufficiently high order integrator is used with a sufficiently small step size. 6 Here we discuss the perturbed two-body problem only. 7 The angular momentum becomes an antisymmetric matrix in the fourdimensional and higher cases. Well-known examples are given in the special and general relativistic extensions of Newtonian physics.
8 Typically they are expressed as a set of inhomogeneous quadratic equations. 9 This is caused by the approach of the K-S regularization, embedding an originally three-dimensional problem into a fictitious four-dimensional space.
solution, it usually takes much more computational time than we experienced in our sequence of manifold correction methods in Papers I-X.
The key to the success of the K-S regularization lies not only in embedding the real three-dimensional space into a fictitious four-dimensional space, but also in the transformation from the real time to an analog of the eccentric anomaly called the fictitious time. This transformation of the time argument itself is known as Sundmann's transformation (Stiefel & Scheifele 1971) . From the viewpoint of numerical integration, its essence is the relaxation of the magnitude of variations per step by introducing the variable transformation in order to enhance the numerical stability and, as a by-product, reduce the integration errors.
10 Thus, as an alternate direction in which to find suitable numerical methods for dealing with highly eccentric orbits, we might apply only this time transformation, which we did not use in our works on the manifold correction methods in rectangular coordinates, as seen in Table 1 , to the most successful method we have developed for the case of low-eccentricity orbits-the orbital longitude methods.
See Figure 1 again. We have added two graphs showing the integration errors of such modified methods: (6) the true-longitude method with Sundmann's time transformation (labeled ''g + S'') and (7) the antifocal longitude method with Sundmann's time transformation (''w + S''). Also see the last two rows in Table 1 . This time the number of dependent variables is seven, increased only by one from the case of the original orbital longitude methods. The linear error growth, the most significant property of the manifold correction methods, remains unchanged, while the error magnitude has been reduced dramatically merely by the introduction of the Sundmann transformation. Considering the smaller number of components to be integrated, these new methods seem to be good rivals of the quadruple scaling method with K-S regularization, which requires roughly double the number of variables to be integrated.
In this paper, we report that the new methods work better than the quadruple scaling method for orbits under oblateness perturbations, which are the dominant perturbation in nearbysatellite problems, affecting all precision orbit computations for artificial satellites. In the following, we describe the principle of the new methods in x 2 and present a numerical comparison with existing methods in x 3.
ORBITAL LONGITUDE METHODS WITH SUNDMANN'S TIME TRANSFORMATION
The orbital longitude methods described in Papers VI, VII, and VIII are a sort of variable transformation method to deal with the perturbed two-body problem. In short, they are a fiveto-one mixture of the method of variation of parameters 11 and the direct integration method. More specifically speaking, the methods adopt the real time, t, as the independent variable and use six dependent variables per celestial body: the three rectangular components of the orbital angular momentum, L, the two on-the-orbital-plane components of the Laplace integral vector, P A and P B , and one longitude angle measured along a great circle representing the osculating orbital plane and from a longitude origin solely determined by L. The first five variables are the so-called slow variables, since they are constant in the unperturbed cases. The last one is a fast variable, which contains not only a secularly growing component with respect to time but also a nonlinear component even for unperturbed orbits.
In the actual implementation, the first five (slow) variables are replaced by their deviations from their initial values, ÁL L À L 0 , ÁP A P A À (P A ) 0 , and ÁP B P B À (P B ) 0 . The last (and fast) variable is named the true orbital longitude, g, when it is based on the true anomaly (Paper VI), and the antifocal longitude, w, when it is based on the antifocal anomaly (Paper VIII). At every integration step, the fast variable, g or w, is forced to be within the standard domain, [0, 2), by adding or subtracting 2 when necessary. This small detail greatly suppresses the effect of round-off accumulation, as was demonstrated in Papers VII and VIII.
The equations of motion for these dependent variables can be expressed as first-order ordinary differential equations with respect to t as
where y represents the adopted set of variables, (ÁL, ÁP A , Á P B , g) or (Á L, ÁP A , ÁP B , w) according to the orbital longitude method considered, and Y denotes their derivatives with respect to t. The explicit forms of Y( y, t) are given in Papers VI and VIII, respectively. (1) the standard method of direct integration in rectangular coordinates, (2) the true-longitude method ( labeled ''g''), (3) the antifocal longitude method (''w''), (4) direct integration with the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel regularization (''KS''), (5) the quadruple scaling applied at every integration step with the K-S regularization (''Quad''), (6) the truelongitude method with Sundmann's time transformation (''g + S''), and (7) the antifocal longitude method with Sundmann's time transformation (''w + S''). The adopted integrator was the implicit Adams method in PECE mode ( predict, evaluate, correct, evaluate), the step size was fixed throughout the integration and chosen such that one orbital period is covered by 90 steps, the starting tables were prepared using Gragg's extrapolation method, and the errors were measured by comparing with reference solutions obtained by the same integrator and with the same model parameters but with half the step size, where the effect of the time synchronization was corrected for the methods that use the time transformation (i.e., 4, 5, 6, and 7). The order of the Adams method was chosen as that which led to the least error: the ninth for the true-longitude method, the 11th for the standard method, the 12th for the antifocal method, the 13th for the K-S regularization, the 14th for the true and antifocal longitude methods with Sundmann transformation, and the 15th for the quadruple scaling method. Now we introduce Sundmann's transformation on the time variable. It is defined by a differential relation between the real time t and the new time variable s as
where r is the radius, which we assume to be expressed as an explicit function of the dependent variables adopted: r ¼ r ( y).
In the true-longitude method, this is simply expressed as
where is the gravitational constant of the two-body problem and the quantities without Á's are computed from those with Á's as
In the antifocal longitude method, the radius expression becomes a little more complicated:
where
The introduction of the Sundmann transformation increases by one the total number of dependent variables. The transformed equations of motion become
Although this change seems small, it has a dramatic effect on the applicability and effectiveness of the numerical integration of the system.
NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
We now examine the effects of the introduction of Sundmann's time transformation on the orbital longitude methods. In what follows, we restrict ourselves to the perturbed two-body problem for elliptical (0 e < 1) orbits.
Before going further, let us explain how we measure the integration errors. As in our previous works, Papers I-X, we measure the errors by taking the difference from a reference solution that is obtained using the same method, the same integrator, the same initial conditions, and the same model parameters but with half the step size. Since we use high-order integrators, of order 6 to 24, halving the step size nearly wipes out the effect of truncation error. In the methods utilizing Sundmann's time transformation, we must ensure that the differences are taken for the same real time to obtain meaningful differences (see Appendix B of Paper IX for details).
Unperturbed Case
Let us begin with the unperturbed case. Refer to Figure 1 again. It is easy to see that the introduction of Sundmann's time transformation has drastically reduced the magnitude of the integration errors of both of the orbital longitude methods. The degree of reduction is larger in the case of the true-longitude method, giving it the best performance among the four orbital longitude methods. However, the errors in both of the new orbital longitude methods are still a few digits larger than those of the quadruple scaling method with the K-S regularization at this eccentricity. Figure 2 illustrates the eccentricity dependence of the position errors of a Keplerian orbit after a sufficiently long integration time, 32,768 orbital periods. The figure was prepared under the same integration conditions as in Figure 1 , except that the order of the implicit Adams method was chosen as that which led to the lowest integration error. As can be seen clearly, the true-longitude method with Sundmann's time transformation is generally better than the antifocal longitude method with the same time transformation. It is obvious that the performance of the time-transformed orbital longitude methods is superior to the original ones except at low eccentricities. However, the excellence of the quadruple scaling method with the K-S regularization is unchanged. Thus, its relative supremacy is stressed, especially in the highly eccentric cases. Figure 3 illustrates the growth of error in the orbital elements for the true-longitude method with Sundmann's time transformation. We omit the graphs for the antifocal longitude method with the same time transformation, since they are practically the same as those shown here. Plotted are the position error and the errors in six modified orbital elements. All the element errors except that in the mean longitude at epoch, ÁL 0 , are completely suppressed, or more rigorously speaking, they randomly fluctuate at the level of the machine epsilon for a sufficiently long time, over a million orbital periods.
The exception is ÁL 0 , which grows linearly with respect to the real time. As a result, the position errors also increase linearly in the long run. This is exactly the same as in the original orbital longitude methods provided in Papers VII and VIII. The difference is the value of the eccentricity: 0.1 there and 0.6 here. Note that this complete suppression of errors in orbital elements Fig. 1 , but the position errors after 32,768 periods are plotted as functions of eccentricity. The orders of the Adams method were chosen as those led to the lowest errors, so that they vary not only method by method but also eccentricity by eccentricity in the range from the sixth to the 24th. The best method is the antifocal longitude method for low-eccentricity cases, say, e 0:25, covering most planetary orbits, and the quadruple scaling method for the other cases. However, the true-longitude method with the Sundmann transformation is the second best and well competitive with the quadruple scaling method for a wide range of eccentric cases, say, 0 e 0:7, ranging over most satellite and asteroid orbits.
aside from L 0 is independent of the various parameters of the numerical integration, for example, the order, the step size, or the type of integrator. This is a large difference from the similar phenomenon observed in the case of the quadruple scaling with K-S regularization in Paper X, which was achieved only under the special condition that a sufficiently high order integrator be used with a sufficiently small step size (see Figs. 4 and 5 of Paper X ).
In conclusion, for unperturbed orbits the two orbital longitude methods with Sundmann's time transformation provide as precise an integration as some of the scaling methods for the K-S regularization do. On the other hand, the cost of the new methods is significantly less than that of the quadruple scaling method with K-S regularization, since the former require only seven variables per celestial body while the latter needs 13 variables.
Perturbed Cases
Let us move to the perturbed orbits. First of all, we confirmed that the situation observed in the case of unperturbed orbits remains practically the same when the perturbation is sufficiently weak. Thus, we mainly examine the cases of moderate and strong perturbations in the what follows.
Figures 4 through 6 compare the manner of error growth of the two new orbital longitude methods and the quadruple scaling method with the K-S regularization for the four typical perturbations faced by an artificial satellite orbiting Earth: (1) the oblateness (J 2 ) perturbation, representing potential-based and autonomous perturbations, (2) the post-Newtonian acceleration, illustrating autonomous perturbations depending on not only the position but also the velocity, (3) a model air drag, demonstrating a case of nonconservative perturbations, and (4) the third-body perturbation of the Moon, showing an example of nonautonomous perturbations.
In preparing these figures, we adopted the initial conditions of the design orbit of HALCA. Also, the orbit of the Moon was The initial perigee altitude was 560 km and the initial orbital period was 6.3 hr. The considered perturbations are (1) the oblateness (J 2 ) perturbation of Earth, (2) general relativistic effects, (3) a model air drag, and (4) the Moon's third-body perturbation, where the orbit of the Moon was given as a fixed Keplerian orbit. The adopted integrator was the 14th-order implicit Adams method in PECE mode, and the step size was chosen such that one orbital period is covered by 90 steps. The errors in position and in the modified orbital elements of a highly eccentric orbit are plotted as functions of the real time on a log-log scale. The adopted integrator was the 14th-order implicit Adams method in PECE mode, and the step size was chosen such that one orbital period is covered by 90 steps. Most of the curves are scaled by some factor to avoid overlap. All the element errors except that of the mean longitude at epoch, ÁL 0 , remain at the level of the machine epsilon throughout the integration period.
fixed as its osculating one at J2000.0. For an integrator, we adopted the 14th-order implicit Adams method in PECE mode with the step size in the fictitious time fixed to cover one nominal orbital period by 90 steps. Thus, the averaged step size was 4.2 minutes. The integration period was 32,768 periods, which corresponds to around 23.5 years, 3 times longer than the design lifetime of HALCA.
Although the periodic error components are large in the case of the orbital longitude methods with Sundmann's time transformation, we confirm that their long-run performance for the strongest perturbation-the J 2 perturbation-is mostly the same as that of the quadruple scaling method, which our research has found to be the best method for highly eccentric orbits. Figure 7 shows the eccentricity dependence of the integration errors for the J 2 perturbation. The figure illustrates the robustness of the new orbital longitude methods against this type of perturbation. In fact, the quadruple scaling method faces numerical instability for highly eccentric cases (e > 0:7) over such a long run, say, after around 24 years for HALCA.
Finally, we examine the effect of round-off in the new orbital longitude methods. Figure 8 illustrates the manner of error growth of the three methods we have discussed so far in the regime where round-off errors are the main source of integration error. The figure shows the case of a moderate-magnitude perturbation, that due to the Moon's third-body effect on a model HALCA, with a sufficiently small step size and a sufficiently high order integrator. As expected, the behavior of these three methods is essentially the same: an initial growth in proportion to the square root of time with a more rapid increase later. This has been a common phenomenon of the best methods of manifold correction that we have investigated.
Unfortunately, the new orbital longitude methods are less precise for the other three types of perturbations, as shown in Figures 4-6 . If the third-body perturbation due to gravitating objects in outer orbits is the major concern, as is frequently the case when integrating compact binary subsystems in a largescale n-body simulation, the quadruple scaling method would be the best.
CONCLUSION
We have enhanced the true and antifocal longitude methods by applying Sundmann's transformation on the time variable, especially for moderately and highly eccentric cases. For the case of perturbed two-body problems, the extended methods integrate seven dependent variables with respect to the fictitious time: the three rectangular components of the orbital angular momentum, the two components of the Laplace integral vector on the orbital plane, the orbital longitude, and the real time. The new methods inherit most of the good properties of the original orbital longitude methods and are more efficient than the original methods for highly eccentric orbits, mainly by virtue of enhancing the numerical stability.
The performance of the new orbital longitude methods is almost competitive with the quadruple scaling with the K-S regularization, which we have found to be the best method for integrating highly eccentric cases. On the other hand, the new methods' cost is significantly less than that of the quadruple scaling method.
For unperturbed orbits, the new methods reduce to the machine-epsilon level the errors in all the orbital elements except the mean longitude at epoch, which grows linearly with respect to the real time, independently of the precision of the numerical integration used. In the case of perturbed orbits, the new methods are significantly superior to the original orbital longitude methods unless the orbit is nearly circular. They also supersede the quadruple scaling method with K-S regularization for the oblateness perturbations. In conclusion, we recommend the use of either of the two new orbital longitude methods for integrating eccentric orbits of artificial and natural satellites, as well as those of some asteroids.
We thank the referee for valuable suggestions to improve the quality and readability of the paper. Fig. 1 , but under the Moon's third-body perturbation. In order to see the effects of the accumulation of round-off errors, the step size in the fictitious time was chosen to be sufficiently small so as to cover one nominal orbital period by 180 steps, and the order of the implicit Adams methods was set sufficiently high (the 15th). 
